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Product Introduction Pilot Program   18th February 2022 

NeverBlaze™ Fireproof Coating is the latest Nano Ceramic product offering from BlueGold Labs. It was 

created after a very close call during the terrible 2020 fires in Oregon almost burned down the home of our 

Chief Scientists daughter. She was fortunate, but her neighbours weren’t so lucky.   

Lightening accounts for just 16% of forest fires, with 84% of them caused by man, often deliberately, and 

others from equipment negligence. Over the last several years the worsening climate crisis has created an 

explosion in the number of extreme forest fires around the world, destroying critical infrastructure, and 

thousands of homes. The need for NeverBlaze™ has never been higher.  

BlueGold Labs makes a large variety of Nano Ceramic coatings for extreme heat applications to either combat 

or dissipate heat, to seal and protect the substrate from damage. These coatings are used on and off planet, 

for marine, military, aeronautics, and aerospace applications. 

Our ‘BL205 Wood Coating Treatment Sealer’ Nano Ceramic coating is used at Disneyland to treat the wood to 

inhibit fires. It’s also used on wooden Telcom poles to stop the destruction caused by fast moving brush fires. 

After months of formulating and lab testing, the first pre-production version of our non-toxic NeverBlaze was 

created and released to the market in September 2021. In our initial fire resistance tests, NeverBlaze was 

applied at 1/8” thickness to 1/8” aluminum plate, for a total thickness of ¼” of material. It was tested in our 

lab to 3,600°F direct flame for over an hour without burning, cracking, slumping, and with no burn through. 

The temperature on the other side never went above 166°F, a difference of over 3,400 degrees! 

We have since tested it on multiple other substrates including cardboard and Styrofoam with zero damage to 

the substrate. We have now created three pre-production versions in Smooth Finish, Fine Texture, and a 

thicker Medium Texture formulation, all available for you to pilot test for your various applications.  

We have also been working with special UV resistant coloring compounds which will allow the coating to be 

available in multiple colors.   

We would ask that you try out NeverBlaze directly on wood, metal, painted surfaces, gel coats, aluminum, 

concrete and even to encapsulated other materials. You will find the extreme insulation value and sound 

attenuation properties to be excellent.  

This coating is not yet waterproof, we are working towards that goal. Currently if used in a wet environment 

it will require a sealer top-coating. We have many waterproof coatings which will do the job. Our ‘BZ600-2K 

Color Coating’ Series, is 96% solids, UV-Stable and has a Class-A fire rating to 1,100°F. Please review the color 

palette under the Documentation/NeverBlaze section of the BlueGold Labs website. 

The soundproofing insulation properties are a function of thickness; the more you apply, the more the sound 

attenuates. We believe it will be perfect to use between apartments and hotel suites for both fire and sound.  

We also have CeramaTherm™ Coating (BG400) a thin-film waterproof insulation, and NeverBlaze Pyrobloc™ 

fireproof textiles, BL300 Electrical circuit board heat dissipation sealer coatings, and BL470 Series Concrete 

waterproof sealer coatings.  We have hundreds of formulations for different applications. 

If you would like a product catalogue, have any questions on the use, or comments, please email them to  

info@bluegoldlabs.com or directly call 1-604-245-1473. Sign-up online, register for access to our secure client 

portal to see our complete product offerings, options, and pricing. Register at https://bluegoldlabs.com 

mailto:info@bluegoldlabs.com
https://bluegoldlabs.com/
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NeverBlaze Fire Resistant Surface Coating 
There are currently three versions: 

NBSF01 NeverBlaze Coating System - Smooth Finish 

NBFT01 NeverBlaze Coating System - Fine Textured Finish 

NBMT01 NeverBlaze Coating System - Medium Textured Finish 

A thin to high-build shield, engineered to offer resistance to flame-spread and burn-through. 
Military Grade NeverBlaze™ Nano Ceramic Fire Resistant Coatings, used for structural applications 
in fireproofing buildings, utilities, equipment, protecting valuable assets and vulnerable livestock. It 
ambient cures, for interior and exterior use, a waterproof topcoat is required for this formulation; 
we suggest the BZ600 series 2-K paints. When appropriately applied, NeverBlaze can encapsulate 
most other stable materials. It has excellent adhesion properties to wood, steel, drywall, aluminum, 
and most common substrates*. 

NeverBlaze™ is a non-conductive, highly insulative material, and it inhibits warping and other 
structural damage. It is non-flammable, will not burn under direct flame contact, has no flame 
spread, and no toxic smoke/fumes are generated. The material is inert, non-toxic, and provides 
excellent sound attenuation (soundproofing) properties, lending its application to be used between 
hotel suites. 

NeverBlaze™ can be applied by brush, roller, trowel, or similar application tools, as well as texture 
spray gun systems. It’s simple, safe, and easy to clean up with water while still wet. 

NeverBlaze™ may be applied in layers** to create a higher film build; it will not settle, crack, or haze 
and has a slight flex to allow it to be applied to wood and metal substrates. In addition, it is free 
from chemical flame retardants, non-corrosive, water-based, nano-ceramic, completely non-
combustible. 

Technical Properties 

Color __________________________ speckled brown (may vary) – Color versions available soon. 
Percent of Solids _________________approximately 75% 
RoHS     _Compliant 
REACH     _Compliant 
Halogens     _None 
Odor __________________________ no odor once cured 
VOC ___________________________none 
Theoretical coverage at 5-mil layer __200-250 sq/ft/gal on smooth surface 
Flash point _____________________ n/a 
Flame contact ___________________non-flammable & self-extinguishing 
 

Dry time - dependent on product thickness, ambient temperature, and humidity, as the product’s 
applied mil thickness increases, it will extend the required time to cure the product. 
 

*It is recommended to test the coating on difficult substrates to ensure proper bonding. For some 
hard to bond to substrates, the use of BX520HT adhesion primer maybe required. 

**Multiple-layered application: the preceding NeverBlaze coating layer should be cured prior to 
overcoating with a new coating of NeverBlaze.  
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BlueGold Labs nano ceramic coating products may be used as a water-resistant topcoat to create a 
thin no-burn, hydrophobic clear UV resistant coating film on the cured Never Blaze surface.  

• BL212AM goes on clear and is available in flat to gloss. It will provide a clean water-resistant 
surface that will protect and inhibit the formation of mold, mildew, and stain causing 
bacteria. 

• BZ600 2K Series Colored Coatings provide and exceptional high quality and long-lasting 
coating. These paints are UV fade resistant and block fire to around 1,100°F 

 

Practical Considerations  
Some Utility companies have visual inspection requirements.  NeverBlaze is a thick coating that might inhibit 
visual inspection of the wood substrate, for rot etc. In this case, we would recommend the use of BL205AM 
Wood Coating which is a spray on nano-ceramic that soaks into the wood, which also provides excellent fire 
protection. 
 

Application Guide 
NeverBlaze is a two-part system.  Part A is wet, Part B is dry. 
 

Mixing of the NeverBlaze,  parts A & B: 

Part-A 
Shake the contents to ensure all contents are suspended uniformly before pouring into the Part-B material / 
container. 
 

Part-B 

• Keep the packaging bag-sealed until ready to use 

• Open and transfer “Part-B dry ingredients” into an appropriately sized container to hold the mixed 
components, with some freeboard space 

 

The following options are suggested  for adding “Part-A Liquid material” to Part-B  dry goods 
material. 

a. NeverBlaze 250-gram A & B kit (test kit) 
i. PUTTY consistency      Mix A into B at a 2:1 ratio  

ii. TROWEL consistency  Mix A into B at a 3:5 ratio  
iii. SELF-LEVELING             Mix A into B at a 4:1 ratio which is all of Part A (200g)  

 
b. NeverBlaze 1760-gram (~½ US gallon) kit:  Adding of the “Part-A Liquid material”  

i. PUTTY consistency     Mix at a 2:1     ratio (930g/22-oz Part A to all of Part B) 
ii. TROWEL consistency Mix at a 3.5 :1 ratio (1030g/25-oz Part A to all of Part B) 

iii. SELF-LEVELING            Mix at a 4:1     ratio (1400g/32-oz Part A to all of Part B) 
 

c. NeverBlaze 3250-gram (~1 US gallon) kit:  Adding of the “Part-A Liquid material”               
i. PUTTY consistency     Mix at a 2:1     ratio (1860g/44-oz Part A to all of Part B) 

ii. TROWEL consistency Mix at a 3.5 :1 ratio (2060g/50-oz Part A to all of Part B) 
iii. SELF-LEVELING            Mix at a 4:1     ratio (2800g/64-oz Part A to all of Part B) 

 

“Immediately” stir or power-mix the mixture of both A & B, being sure all solids are wetted 
uniformly. 
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If thinning is required – for a specific application need – add water in “very small (1-ounce at a time) amounts 
at a time” to achieve the needed viscosity.  Do not over thin as dry time will be extended and possibly create 
some surface fractures within the cured coating. 
 

Clean Up 
Clean tools and equipment with water – prior to the drying of the product. 


